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COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF WEATHER FORECASTS FROM
THE COSMO, ALARO AND ECMWF NUMERICAL MODELS FOR

ROMANIAN TERRITORYRodia Claudia DUMITRACHE1, Simona TA�CU1, Amalia IRIZA1, Mirela PIETRI�I1,2,Mihaela BOGDAN1, Alexandra CR�CIUN1, Bogdan Alexandru MACO1,3, Cosmin D nuµBARBU1, Tudor B�L�CESCU1, Simona BRICEAG1, Ralua IORDACHE11 National Meteorologial Administration, Buharest, Romania 2 University of Buharest, Faultyof Physis 3 University of Buharest, Faulty of Geography, Buharest, Romaniarodia.dumitrahe�meteoromania.ro1 IntrodutionThe aim of this study is to assess the performane of the COSMO and ALARO limited are models and theECMWF global model for Romanian territory.For this purpose, we use the numerial foreasts of the COSMO model integrated for the operational domainovering the entire Romanian territory (�gure 1) at 7 km horizontal resolution (201x177 grid points), with40 vertial levels. The initial and lateral boundary onditions for the COSMO model are given by the ICONglobal model.The ALARO limited area model is also integrated operationally for a domain overing the entire Romanianterritory (�gure 1) at 6.5 km horizontal resolution (240x240 grid points), with 60 vertial levels. The initialand lateral boundary onditions for the COSMO model are taken from the ARPEGE global model.For the present omparative evaluation we also take into aount the numerial weather foreasts of theECMWF model available for the Romanian territory (interpolated at roughly 10 km horizontal resolution).

(a) (b) ()Figure 1: Integration domains and assoiated topography height of COSMO (a), ALARO (b) and ECMWF() for Romanian territory.
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5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 252 Case StudyThe performane of the 00UTC runs from the three models for Romanian territory was analyzed for threeonseutive seasons: DJF (Deember 2015 � February 2016), MAM (Marh 2016 � May 2016) and JJA(June 2016 � August 2016). The veri�ation of the models was performed taking into aount all SYNOPobservations available for Romanian territory (160 stations). All available SYNOP observations (in BUFRformat), as well as numerial weather foreasts and orresponding topography �les for eah of the three models(in GRIB1 format) were uploaded into the VERSUS system, whih was used for this omparative evaluation.Statistial sores were omputed for 2 meter temperature, pressure redued to mean sea level, 10 meter windspeed and 6-hour umulated preipitation.2 meter temperature, pressure redued to mean sea level and 10 meter wind speed were ingested into theVERSUS system using the nearest grid point optimized method (1), while mean values on a 15 km radiusmethod (6) was used to ingest umulated preipitation. ME (mean error) and RMSE (root mean squarederror) were omputed for ontinuous parameters, along with satter plots. Dihotomi sores POD (probabilityof detetion), FAR (false alarm rate), PC and ETS (equitable threat sore) were used to evaluate hourspreipitation for di�erent thresholds, along with performane diagrams.

(a) (b)

()Figure 2: 2 meter air temperature, ME and RMSE - COSMO-7km (red); ALARO (blak) and ECMWF(blue): DJF (a), MAM (b) and JJA ()
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5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 26For 2 meter temperature (�gure 2), both the COSMO and the ECMWF models display the same sistematibehaviour for all three analyzed seasons. The general tendeny of the two models is to underestimate foreastedvalues during the day, while overestimating during night time, omparred to observations. While ME valuesfor COSMO and ECMWF (for Romanian territory) are omparable, lower RMSE values from the COSMOmodel for the entire period of interest suggest a better performane than the ECMWF model in foreastingthis parameter.The ALARO model integrated for Romanian territory strongly underestimates this parameter during winterand overestimates its values during summer. Although the ALARO model displays the smallest ME valuesfrom the MAM season, higher RMSE values suggest a larger amplitude of errors ompared to the other twomodels.

(a) (b)

()Figure 3: Pressure redued to mean sea level, ME and RMSE - COSMO-7km (red); ALARO (blak) andECMWF (blue): DJF (a), MAM (b) and JJA ()
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5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 27ME values for mean sea level pressure from the COSMO model show again a sistemati behaviour for allthree seasons (�gure 3). The general tendeny of the model is to underestimate the values for this parameterwith up to 1 hPa ompared to the synopti observations, espeially for the MAM and JJA seaons. Slightlyredued errors an be observed for the DJF season. However, for most of the DJF and MAM seasons, theCOSMO model integrated for Romanian territory displays the highest amplitude of errors, quanti�able bythe larger RMSE values, ompared to the other two numerial models.The genral tendeny of the ALARO model integrated for Romanian territory is to slightly overestimate theforeasted values for mean sea level pressure during winter (DJF) and spring (MAM), while for the summerperiod (JJA), the tendeny of the model is to underestimate this parameter after the �rst day, omparedto the observations. RMSE values for the DJF, MAM and JJA seasons suggest that the ALARO model hasa smaller amplitude of errors ompared to the COSMO and ECMWF models. Finally, the ECMWF modeldisplays the overall tendeny of underestimating the values for pressure redued to mean sea level, and hasthe largest mean errors from the three models.

(a) (b)

()Figure 4: 10 meter wind speed, ME and RMSE - COSMO-7km (red); ALARO (blak) and ECMWF (blue):DJF (a), MAM (b) and JJA ()
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5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 28All three models display high auray in foreasting 10 meter wind speed, with mean errors between -0.5m/s and 0.5 m/s and a redued amplitude of errors, espeially for the summer period (�gure 4). Comparablevalues for ME and RMSE are obtained for the entire foreast period, suggesting that the models o�er agood estimation of this parameter even with up to 78 hours antiipation. Similar to the foreast for 2 metertemperatures and pressure redued to mean sea level, the COSMO model displays a sistemati behaviourfor all seasons; exept for the �rst step (+0), 10 meter wind speed values are always slightly overestimatedompared to the observations (with up to 0.5 m/s), for the entire period of interest. Although ME values forthe ALARO and ECMWF models seem slightly lower, espeially for the JJA season, these two models do noexhibit the same sistemati behaviour for all the seasons, as is the ase of the COSMO model.The limited area models COSMO and ALARO integrated for Romanian territory display a higher aurayin foreasting 6-hour umulated preipitation than the global ECMWF model. The sores presented in �gures5-7 were omputed for 6-hour umulated preipitation over 0.2 mm. The highest probability of detetion forthe two limited area models are obtained for the winter season (up to 0.8 - 0.9), while the lowest results forPOD are obtained during the onvetive season (JJA). This suggests that roughly 3/4 of the observed rainevents are estimated orretly for the winter season (�gure 5), while the ratio an drop up to 2/4 for thesummer, with a slight worsening during the last hours of foreast, for all three seasons. For the spring seasonand espeially for the summer season, it an be notied that the COSMO and ALARO models integratedfor Romanian territory display a better ability in apturing the rain events during the day, while POD dropsduring night time (�gures 6 and 7). This behaviour is also notieable for the ECMWF model, during theonvetive season (JJA).

(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 5: 6-hour umulated preipitation for DJF - COSMO-7km (red); ALARO (blak) and ECMWF(blue): POD (a), FAR (b), PC () and ETS (d)
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5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 29The FAR results omputed for ECMWF foreasts suggest that the model tends to overpredit the oureneof rain for all three seasons, while for the COSMO and ALARO models in roughly up to 1/3 � 1/2 of the ofthe foreast rain events, rain was not observed. Similar to the ase of POD, the FAR sore also shows a slightworsening in the foreast of this parameter for the last antiipations. Finally, the ETS values for the COSMOand ALARO models suggest that roughly half of the observed rain events were foreasted orretly.

(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 6: 6-hour umulated preipitation for MAM - COSMO-7km (red); ALARO (blak) and ECMWF(blue): POD (a), FAR (b), PC () and ETS (d)
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5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 30

(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 7: 6-hour umulated preipitation for JJA - COSMO-7km (red); ALARO (blak) and ECMWF(blue): POD (a), FAR (b), PC () and ETS (d)Referenes[1℄ http://www2.osmo-model.org/ontent/model/doumentation/ore/default.htm[2℄ http://www.nrm-game-meteo.fr/aladin/[3℄ http://www.rlae.eu/[4℄ http://www.rlae.eu/[5℄ http://www.meteoam.it/
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